In the article titled "Fear Processing in Dental Phobia during Crossmodal Symptom Provocation: An fMRI Study" [1] , an incorrect estimate of smoothness has been used in the Monte Carlo simulation used to determine the cluster-size based significance threshold [2] . As a result, the corresponding significance threshold for fMRI results was too conservative. Here we present our results table with the corrected significance threshold (minimum cluster size = 41).
Accordingly, in the method, the text reading "10000 iterations determined a minimum cluster size of 58 consecutive voxels" should be corrected to "10000 iterations determined a minimum cluster size of 41 consecutive voxels".
In the fMRI results, the text reading "During visual stimulation, considerably less differential brain activation was found, with increased activation in the vermis in the DP being the only significant difference" should be corrected to "During visual stimulation, considerably less differential brain activation was found, increased activation in two parts of the cerebellum in the DP being the only significant differences" and "When finally comparing neural activation during auditory versus visual stimulation between groups, DP showed increased activation in the insula, OFC, and precuneus for auditory versus visual stimuli and in the caudate nucleus for visual versus auditory stimuli" should be corrected to "When finally comparing neural activation during auditory versus visual stimulation between groups, DP showed increased activation in the insula, OFC, superior temporal gyrus, thalamus, and precuneus for auditory versus visual stimuli and in the caudate nucleus for visual versus auditory stimuli".
Finally, in the description of Figure 2 , the text reading "analysis: minimum cluster size = 58; * p < 0.05; * * p<0.01; * * * p<0.001" should be corrected to "analysis: minimum cluster size = 41; * p < 0.05; * * p<0.01; * * * p<0.001". The figure itself is still correct.
These additional results under the correct significance threshold do not invalidate the conclusions drawn in the original article, but rather substantiate the significant differences between crossmodal stimulus processing in dental phobia subjects and healthy controls originally reported and discussed. HC: healthy control group; DP: dental phobia group; DAN: dental auditory neutral stimuli; DAA: dental auditory anxiety stimuli; DVN: dental visual neutral stimuli; DVA: dental visual anxiety stimuli; R: right side; L: left side; Voxels: number of voxels per cluster; x, y, z: MNI coordinates of peak voxel; ACC: anterior cingulate cortex; MCC: middle cingulate cortex; OFC: orbitofrontal cortex; analysis: minimum cluster size = 41; p < 0.001.
